


We are passionate about nature, the environment and of

course a good piece of Belgium chocolate. 

Our commitment to Mother Nature is the heart of everything

we do. It is our mission to create a better planet for this

generation and the next by providing delicious treats that

are vegan, organic and simply the best! 

welcome to the wonderful world
of FOODIES-PLANET®

Meet sven algoet:
the man with a dream of a
future where chocolate

is a guilty pleasure and a
sustainable choice.



With our expertise for 

vegan & organic products, we want to create a

better future to this generation and the next by

providing products that are both 

delicious & good for our planet.

The demand for vegan and organic confectionary

goods is rising worldwide. The possibilities are

endless!

More consumers are choosing a vegan & organic

lifestyle. We want to make a difference by

providing delicious products that are good for the

planet, making eating chocolate both a guilty

pleasure & sustainable choice.

why go vegan & organic 
with FOODIES-PLANET®?   



How does our dream come true?

All our products are vegan, organic and equally delicious!

Made for real foodies!  We also use only the finest and most

delicious ingredients for our products. 

Our chocolates comes in original flavors that are sure to

tantalize your taste buds. from dark chocolate to our

delicious dark chocolate with almonds and sea salt!

Sustainability for our planet is the heart of FOODIES-

PLANET®. this is why we do not use aluminum wrappers for

our packaging. 

Our head office proudly operates on solar energy, achieving

a notable milestone as a 100% energy-neutral space. 

our planet only deserves the best!



Dynamic product innovation

Amazing marketing support

Delicious and fabulous products

Reliable partnership

Trendy and dynamic sales opportunities

what’s in it for you?



Discover our 
vegan

organic
products
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Dark chocolate 

Almonds & sea salt

Gluten-free Gluten-free Gluten-free

72% Dark chocolate Rice milk chocolate

12 units

per case

630 cases 

per pallet



The 
possibilities

endless
contact us today and let’s make the magic

happen together with foodies-planet®!



Is your city next?



WE WOULD        TO GET IN TOUCH!

hello@foodies-planet.com
www.foodies-planet.com

foodies-planet foodies_planet_be
foodies_planet_be foodies-planet


